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GENFIT REVIEWS ITS ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2004 AND REVEALS ITS 
PRIORITIES FOR 2005 

 
 

Lille, January 3rd 2005 - GENFIT, a biotechnology company involved in drug discovery and 
the development of drug candidates in the cardiovascular, inflammatory and metabolic 
areas, today presented its achievements for the year that has just come to an end as well as 
its priorities for 2005. 
 
In 2004, GENFIT strengthened the pertinence of its approach towards the development of 
innovative drugs and further consolidated its financial position. At the end of 2004, in fact, 
the company counted 15 high-level research programs on behalf of eight pharmaceutical 
groups: SANOFI-AVENTIS, MERCK-LIPHA, UCB PHARMA, PIERRE FABRE, FOURNIER, KOWA, 
L.F.B and SERVIER.  
 
Jean-François MOUNEY, co-founder and Chairman of the Management Board, declared:  “In
the course of the year, GENFIT has demonstrated durability in its development model with 
the renewed and strengthened involvement of all its industrial partners. At the same time, 
we have signed a co-research agreement with SERVIER as our internal p ograms have been
accelerated with the beginning of trials in Man of two multimodal molecules in the 
forthcoming months.’’ 
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A track record of 10 milestones reached within four years.  As a result of a 
cumulated investment of 45 million euros in research and development since 1999, the 
GENFIT teams have enabled the identification of many therapeutic targets being supported 
by a solid intellectual property. At the end of 2004, GENFIT filed for nearly 100 international 
patents while ten milestones have already been reached within the scope of industrial 
partnerships. 
 
The development of multimodal molecules to treat global cardiovascular risks.  
GENFIT’s research has stood out in the definition and profiling of multimodal molecules that 
target simultaneously several syndromes of global cardiovascular risk such as hypertension, 
dyslipidemia, atherosclerosis and diabetes. 
 
In this way, the GFT14 program will be entering into its trial phase in Man (clinical trials 
Phase I) next year. Combined with a statin or other active lipophile molecules, this orally-
absorbable compound aims to improve the prevention of global cardiovascular risk by acting 
both on dyslipemias and atherosclerosis. 
 



As for GFT505, also entering into Phase 1 clinical trials in 2005, is endowed with antioxidant 
properties in complement of a mixed action on dyslipidemia and diabetes. 
 
Finally, the GFT120 program, with highly interesting insulin sensitizer effects, should enter 
into trial phase I at the beginning of 2006. 
 
Professor Jean-Charles FRUCHART, co-founder and Chairman of the Supervisory Committee, 
recalled: “As a result of its expertise acquired in the field of nuclear receptors, particularly 
PPARs, GENFIT is today one of the ten leading teams worldwide at the height of 
cardiovascular disease research. We are fully guided by a preventive and global approach of 
these diseases, today representing he first cause o  mortality in developed countries’’. t f
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Accelerated investments in the most effective technologies  
All the data described above should enable GENFIT to close the year 2004 with sales  of 12.2 
million euros for a net result, once again positive, of 1.2 million. The accumulation of cash 
flow has led to a cash position for GENFIT of approximately 15 million euros at the end of 
2004. 
 
‘‘This position encourages us in our will to speed up our development, our investments in the
most effective technologies and in exploring new therapeu ic directions. Finally, this should 
also enable us to attentively review the possibility of carrying out targeted acquisitions at the 
international level ’’ added Jean-François MOUNEY.   
 
 
About GENFIT 
Founded and run by Professor Jean-Charles FRUCHART and Jean-François MOUNEY, GENFIT 
studies gene deregulation, which is at the origin of the most widespread diseases. GENFIT’s 
teams identify new therapeutic targets and develop drug candidates. Its programs conducted 
in partnership with pharmaceutical companies – SANOFI-AVENTIS, PIERRE FABRE, 
FOURNIER, MERCK AG, UCB PHARMA, KOWA, LFB, SERVIER – cover the principles of 
metabolic and inflammatory diseases. GENFIT’s own drug development concerns the global 
cardiovascular risk by attacking, simultaneously, several pathologies (atherosclerosis, 
diabetes, obesity, etc.) with a single molecule. Located in Lille and Cambridge (USA), the 
Company and its subsidiaries currently count over 130 employees. 
(www.genfit.com).  
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